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SUGGESTIONS FOR ESTABLISHING PROJECT IDENTIFICATION SERVICES.IN AFRICA

A* Scope of this paper: the need for the establishment of.project.

identification services ...

1. A recent study on the planning experience in more than.100 advanced

and developing countries 'since World i/ar II suggests that although it. talces

usually many more years to identify, select, elaborate and pr.omo.te-. individual

projects thaii-to elaborate general, sector and ■.regional plans, identification

of individual"projects has often'been neglected by planning .authorities:

"Because, if usually'takes several years to identify and prepare .good projects
in the quantities needed to implement a plan, it is too late for-planners to

become concerned about them after a plan has been prepared or even, when-it

is being formulated. If little has been done long before to start sector,

feasibility and engineering studies for projects, there iS not much., planners

can do when a plan is being formulated except to note the lack of projects

and programs'needed to carry out their plans. .Thio is why it-does' little

good to prepare a macro-economic plan with growth targets which promise much

unless -pre-investment.and investment studies are sufficiently advanced^on the
projects needed, to give effect to the plan targets."-^ ' " ™ *

2. As the title of this paper suggests, several important aspects of.

project development are no't dealt with here. Thus, project selection, which

is the logioal-next~ step after identification, is not discuss^; nor are

pre-investmeriV'dTeasibility studies in all their aspects- and-projec.t

construction;: In brief, the project identification process is a necessary

first step in-'building a'list of candidate projects, which should'be passed

through successive Stages of screening, before arriving at a short list,■

which could then be subjected to pre-investment study.

1/

See also, A. rfeterston: Development Planning - Lessons of
Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, December 1965
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3.. It should be understood that by "project" in this study is meant

any project in any sector. Methods of identification of industrial

projects have been described already by various authors, but there is

still. a dearth.of. research in the field of methods for the

identification of projects in the other sectors.

4. Two broad categories of project identification methods may be

distinguished. The first involves no more than just a general

observation of development possibilities. In the'developing

countries, the opportunities for growth are so many that several

projects-can be spotted without extensive investigation. Most of

these relate to social and economic infrastructure like schools,

.hospitals, roads, sites for power stations, etc.. Secondly, there

are those projects that can be identified only after adequate

information has been collected and adequately processed. In this

■paper, projects-of the former type have been dealt with only

.marginally,-and much of :rhat is said attempts to specify the kinds

of information needed to uncover projects of the latter type,

5- Planning has to be from both ends, from below, from the local "

and project level, and from above, from the general national,

sector and regional (sub-national) levels at the same time; but the

former can in fact never be omitted. The public and private sectors

should plan together, 'they should inform each other constantly on

their planning activities, on their project identification and

selection, their pre-investmcnt and feasibility studies. . This -

should lead to the incorporation of individual projects into the

sub-national general and sector plans, into the national seotor

plans and the national overall plan according to the objectives,

policies and priorities adopted by the Planning Ministries.

6. Permanent project identification services are needed in

developing countries on the various spatial levels. Without' such

services, insufficient use is made of the" collected, data. . • " ■"
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B. . Organization, personnel, and financing of the- proposed-projec't -1 '

identification services on the various spatial levels" •-'*"' ' •'

7. ^Identification services are difficult to establish on the local

level b'ut local officials must get "instructions about those which can

be applied on ..that level and also the local population has to be well

informed ..about .them. It is one.of the tasks of local- government, of

the rural and urban community developers as well as rural extension

officers to acquire this information. ..

8. Some countries have .already established Regional Development

Authoriti;e&:,.;oomprising one or more states or provinces, as e.g.

Brazil (SUDEN2, 9 states in Worth-east Brazil), the UAR (Aswan

Development Authority, mainly governorate of Aswan), Ethiopia ■ =

(Awash Regional Development Authority, parts,of four provinces) , eto.

9- Such authorities will always have" the task to improve data

collection and.project identification procedures for their region.

If their region is small enough, they could,also elaborate local

development programmes in .co-operation with, the local authorities

and the local population in general..

10..^ On the su^-national level there.are,, as yet, very few

institutions for .data collection, proj.ect .identification,.

programming, implementation and control in Africa. In order to

disseminate these institutions and to assist in their staffing the

Economic and Social Council' of the United Nations passed resolution

number 1086 (XXXIX) charging the'Bureau of Social Affairs at UN

Headquarters with its implementation* Already the Bureau sent

Preparatory Missions on Research and Training for Regional ■"" '•"*

Development to. two regional" development authorities in Africa,""-1"1'

Aswan,..UAR, and Awash, 'Ethiopia. ,-.

11. Some African governments (e.g. Tanzania, Congo Brazzaville,,

etc.) asked the UN"Deveiopmenc Programme for assistance in the'field

of regional planning. It has been increasingly recognized that
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development institutions have to be established at the regional-

(sub-national)-, level so that .all necessary data .-can be collected

and projects in all the sectors can be identified systematically

on the basis of the data collected. It has been recognized that: ..

„.<■■, i- resource development■must be based on reliable '

- . ■ . resource research at the local and regional level;

ii." the regional development institutions must take the

role of the entrepreneur and/or innovator for the

resources in all the sectors because private

. . . initiative is not sufficient for reaching planned

development, goals; ■ - ■ "

iii. the work of the regional development' institutions must

be closely linked with the relevant ministries and

.. . agencies in the Central Government;

1 iv. project priorities should be indicated by the Central

Government in consultation with its Regional Planning

r* l ■ Unit in the Ministry of Planning and by the regional

development institutions;

v. development activities and methods must be institutionalized
i

to permit continuity and adoption by other regions in

the country;

vi. the high degree of inter-dependence between sectors must

be recognized and integrated for the maximum social and

economic benefit. . .

12. The regional development institutions, the respective

ministries-and agencies must ensure that staff, material and finance

required for data collection, leading to project identification,

will be forthcoming and that there will be adequate technical

supervision at the local level during the implementation.
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13,. ,., One major difficulty will be the efficient staffing of"the

regional development institutions. The research and training"

schemes, for regional development which are planned at present by

the United Nations will have to make a very important training .

contribution, but also the African Institute for Economic

Levelopment and Planning at Dakar and the African Universities

;,as,well as universities elsewhere will have, to train many more

regional planners and other personnel than hitherto in order to

assist the African governments to staff their regional development

institutions.

14' In the,sectors of infrastructure (main transport.and

communication systems, power, higher education), industries, mining,

finance and other main services, requiring high-level manpower,

projects can be best identified, on the national level, on the.basis

of a systematic collection of data.

15. This.-is the task of the Planning Units.of .the various ;

Ministries, of Industrial Development Boards, Technioal Agencies

(e.g. management and engineering consultants), Development Banks,

Tourist Boards, etc. Where Planning'Ministries and Planning Units,,

of ..the other Ministries and government agencies are not yet charged

wi;thr.this task, they should be, as soon as possible, so that the

projects.for filling the plans and programmes can be identified in

the,most systematic way.

16. In view of the smallness of most national markets in Africa,

.■.nt'egratipn. efforts between.neighbouring countries and countries of

~sirailaf-;sb~cio^economic characteristics have to be undertaken and

projects'for. these, regions identified on the subr-regional'and:.;;tte

continental level.' . "~. * : . ■ ■'■■.:-A '■'•" '■•'■:

■17;..- \This is being: done by the UN Economic' Commission for Africa

whose Industry Division has written papers on the industrial
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opportunities in the four African sub-regions.-' Not only must

industrial projects be identified on this level but also all other

types of projects. For this purpose, it has been suggested that

Feasibility Analysis Centres, Commercial and Industrial Reference

Services, Industrial Information and Promotion Centres and

■ 2/
Consultative Councils should be set up in the African sub-regions,-'

with the assistance of the "JCA and its sub-regional offices; One'

of the tasks of these proposed institutions is project identification,

18. These institutions and the documentation they collect will be

of great help for those firms which have to do market research in

Africa, also for projects which could profit by tax incentives.

At present these firms do not get sufficient market research

assistance from the African governments. The documentation services

suggested in this paper could do much to overcome the most glaring ■■

lack of information on Africa and her production opportunities.

19. The proposed institutions mentioned in para.17 above could

establish "project exchanges" (bourses de projets), a project

exchange to be defined as the place where the demand for projects

(national and foreign investors, financiers and entrepreneurs) and

the supply of projects (government departments, project registries,

private entrepreneurs, consulting firms, the public in general) can

meet. These institutions can' also serve as promotion and executive

agents for the tax, credit and other incentives which African sub-

regions decide to give to national and foreign entrepreneurs. Most

l/ E/CN.14/346, Report of the Sub-Regional Meeting on Economic Co- .

operation-in East Africa; E/CN.14/351, Report of the Sub-Regional

Meeting on Economic Co-operation in Central Africa; E/CN.14/354»
Report of the Sub-Regional Meeting on Economic Co-operation in

North Africa; E/cN.14/366, Report of the Sub-Regional Meeting on
Economic Co-operation in West Africa.

?/ ■ Executive Secretary's Report on the Conference of Industrialists

and Financiers, Addis Ababa, 16-20 January 1967, E/CN.14/392-
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investment opportunities in'Africa are not fully known "by potential

national and foreign investors and entrepreneurs. In case the above-

mentioned suggestions to establish identification services are

accepted, project exchanges can be the place where production and

service opportunities are suggested and explained by the

governments and the private sector to those who are interested.

The planning authorities should always solicit suggestions for

such opportunities from the private sector and give them the most

careful attention when received, incorporating them into the

register of projects and studying them further if found of potential

soci'al and/or economic value for Africa*

20. On the continental level the DCA itself, in co-operation with

the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and the African Development.

Bank, can also assist in identifying projects.

C» The various- project identification methods which can be used- on

some of the spatial levels and for the different social and

economic sectors

I> Supply side; resource requirements for different projects

21. Ihe various identification methods are complementary to each

other, and if the personnel available permits it, they should be used

simultaneously. Ideally, the first step in the analysis of an

area's potential is to make an inventory of resources in the area,

human and material, that might be usable for projects in the various

sectors. The purpose is to determine the presence or absence of

specific kinds of resources required for different kinds of social

and economic activities and to ascertain their location, quality,

quantity and probable cost. This information (documentation), when

fitted'together with information about the resource requirements of

the different types of projects in the area (to be shown on project

fact sheets and pre-investment data summaries collected in the area) '

and about the demand for the services and products, will enable one

to identify service and production opportunities which seem to be
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suitable, and desirable according to plan policies and criteria

in the area.

(a) Human resources

22» Unemployed and underem'plcyed workers who can be trained and

labour and management skills which have, already been developed in

an areaj such as handicrafts, various industries and services, may

suggest the possibility of producing other goods and of supplying

other services requiring similar skills and knowledge.

23. Therefore, it will be necessary to collect statistical and other

data on the rural and urban population of an area - skills, education,

etc. Using such data-, it should !>e possible to identify certain

projects on the basis of available unemployed skills in a particular

country or area.

24. African planners will also have to investigate whether the

endowment of their country with natural resources is big enough to

guarantee the expansion of employment by industrialization. If not,

the establishment.of industries for processing imported raw materials

and semi-finished products for local demand and export has also to be

studied. Quite a number of countries, also very small ones

(Switzerland, Denmark, The Hothf-rltinds, Belgium, Hong Kong, Singapore,

etc.) ; have attained a compara-ij veiy high standard of living by using

their own industrial research and high levels of technical education

for processing imports for exports. Products for a region such as

Africa, where transport gol43 aro :;o important, are also those which

embody new ideas and a high proportion of skill.

25. The manpower base from which entrepreneurial resources can be.

drawn should b.e conditioned by th& planners to produce entrepreneurial

talent. This will be the task of human resources planning in close

collaboration with the industrial programmers. The planners should

remove all remaining impediments in the way of the flow of

entrepreneurial ideas and expose African businessmen to new ideas -
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expose^not only established businessmen'but also young men who.are

in the process of choosing a career.

26. African planners can contribute directly to.the flow of entre

preneurial ideas by searching for and identifying industries that ..

have a fair chance of viability. Cost-and-market studies and ... -

feasibility studies are then made for such industries. If the-,.,

results'are favourable and the selection .criteria applied, these,

studies, which can be in the fo'rm of "pre-feasibility studies", .....

should be made available to anybody who is interested in them. .But :

the initial ideas do not necessarily.originate in the.planning : - ,

offices. They will frequently originate in the business community,.,

in the Universities, etc. In the latter'case 'they should receive ...

equal attention and study if they have prima facie value. Such an

activity in: both public and private sectors has proved valuable' in

speeding up the emergence of entrepreneurs, and in adding to 'the

flow.of entrepreneurial ideas capable of being used in business.

Once .the emergence of private entrepreneurs, stimulated by the

planners, begins to a noticeable extent, the process can be expected
to become cumulative.-^

27. The International Standard .Classification of Occupations (ISCO)

of the. International Labour Organization (i.LO) can be used as..a':,''

checklist comparing it with the list of occupations which.were found

in the. area and other similar areas. - ' ' ' .

28. .. Departments for Human Resources must be established in regional

development-institutions, in Ministries of Planning and' multi- •■■ ■'

naH^i^^oP•?e.nt^ins^^tions:.^In.some African countries this

has'already been-doneK-e.g.in/Asw^, UAR, Ministry of Planning; '

Tan?a^:-u7^se. Departments'should co-operate closely' irUh: the"-other

1/ Yusif A. Sayigh: Entrepreneurs of Lebanon: the Bole of t.hp Busines*
Leader in a Developing County, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard
University Press, 1962, pp. 124-125.
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Departments, exchanging all information, such as statistics, data

sheets, registration or keysort cards, etc.

29. An interesting scheme of project identification at the local ,.

and sub-national levels is described here as an illustration;

Professor Morris.Asimow, mechanical engineer and metallurgist,

University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA), convinced of the

feasibility of establishing small industries in very low-income

areas, persuaded Brazilian officials in 1961 of the desirability'of

attempting a test of-the idea to establish a co-operative programme

of micro-economic development carried out jointly by teams of

professors and students from a university in a country with a well

advanced economy (USA) and a university in a developing country

(Brazil) . . ■

30. The basic concept of an Asimow Project is aB follows:-^

i. A "development pole" (concentration of population,

natural resources and transport facilities) is selected,

if possible a clearly identifiable rural area of 50 to

75 kilometers in radius, with one or more.small towns,

one being a recognized commercial centre.

1/ Allen- 2. Abrahams: Engineers, Entrepreneurs and Asimow Projects,
paper submitted to the Conference on Engineering in a Developing

Country, University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad
and Tobago, July 28, 1965, and "Caruaru, Brazil: Engineers and
entrepreneurs in Brazil's underdeveloped Northeast" in: Inter

national Science and Technology, December 1966, 205 East 42 St.,

New York 17, N.Y.jMorris Asimow: Project Brazil: A Case Study in
Micro-Planning, in: International Development Review. Vol. VI,
No.2, Washington, D.C., June 1964*, George D. Hawbakor and

John T. Gregory: Preliminary Manual for the Implementation of the
RITA (Rural Industrial Technical Assistance) Project, U.S.A.I.'D.,'
Recife, Brazil, July 1965;- U.S.A.I.D.: Programas Universitarios.
de Desenvolvimento Industrial no Nordeste, Inspecgo. e AfraliacSb,
Recife, Brazil, 1965. "
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ii. A team consisting of two to three professors and six

to eight graduate students is recruited at-each of the

two co-operating universities. Team members are

engineers of varied specialisations, management

specialists, economists, agricultural specialists, and

a sociologist or anthropologist.

iii. The basic project covers a period of four years. Field

work is done in the project area largely during the • *

vacation periods (June, July, August in the USA) .

Follow-up and hack-up work is performed at the foreign

university during the normal academic year. A small

skeleton staff may remain in the project area during

the academic year.

iv. During the vacation period in the initial project year,

.-. the first weeks are devoted to meeting community leaders,

publicising'the nature and purpose of the project and

making the social and economic survey, an inventory of

all human, natural, financial and infrastructure

■ • ■ resources, of all agricultural, industrial and commercial

, " ; activities, of used technologies, the local and regional

markets and the social needs? using all available printed

. . and mimeographed data (especially cost and. market data)

as well as oijti inquiries- On the basis ,of such data

several desens of projects are then identified out of which,

at the conclusion o.f this period, 10 to 12 potential ■ ■

industrial projects are selected fcr more detailed -study.■=*

1/ .. The. Asimow Project, continues "beyond this stage - through detailed
( .. study and analysis of the proposed industries, design of pilot.

■ projects,-.selection and training of managers, initiation of the

pilot industries, technical assistance, etc. An Asimow'Project

may extend over 4 years, after which period the basic'concept

and methodology of the Asimow scheme should be institutionalized

at the African host university, which, from the third project

year onwards gradually increases its share of the work burden

and responsibility in the initial project area.
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; . v. Costs for a typical Asimow Project approximate US3

160,000 to 200,000 per year. This cost, covering pre-

investment and feasibility studies, training, etc.,

must be distinguished from the actual capitalization

of each selected and implemented project, averaging

from USS 100,000 to 300,000 each.

31. Asimow and Abraham3s in their above-mentioned articles, stress

the following points and objectives:

i. The importance of the micro-economic approach, as

contrasted to the macro-economic approach.

ii. The need to involve local communities actively in the

economic development process.

iii. Establishment of the local university as a regional

eoonomic and social development centre, undertaking new

projects in more and more communities, thus multiplying

the economic impact.

iv. Retarding the movement of rural people to urban areas.

v. Providing markets for local raw materials and forcing

improvements in production techniques and quality of

local raw materials.

vi. Encouraging the development of local entrepreneurial,

managerial and vocational talent.

32. It should, however, be borne in mind that, when adopted in

Africa, the Asimow scheme may encounter certain difficulties,

including communication in the rural areas, lacking laboratory and

testing facilities, financial limitations: shortage of engineers,

managers and other related cadres and limited experience of African

development problems in foreign universities.
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33. Some-Asimow projects have be<3n quite succeasful in Northeast

Brazil. - Considering'the various benefits and their low cost, a

good return has been achieved on the investment. Without a sound

foundation of small and middle-sized-enterprises true development

in indu'stry and other sectors cannot be achieved, a development -

based on local raw materials, local manpower and serving local

markets. ■

34- Teams of professionals for identifying projects have been

used also in Senegal and the Lebanon by I.R.F.E.D. (institut

International de Recherche et de Formation en vue du Developpement :

Harmonisee), Paris (equipes polyvalerites)^and in Nigeria, Zambia

and Tanzania by Stanford Research Institute, Me.nlo Park, California,

U.S.A. (Resource Allocation Method) ^ The former are permanent

teams (one for each region'or"development pole" inside a country)

composed^ of one agronomist, one sociologist, one economist, one

doctor and one community worker. They have their office in one of

the district capitals, attached to the Administration, and make

surveys together or in the- respective sector, using certain

questionnaires and data sheets which are elaborated in the Ministry

of Planning. This Ministry has a special department to which the

equipes polyvalentes must report on the results of their surveys

on the various sectors in their respective region. But they also

receive directives given, by the regional "strategy board", composed

of the regional- administration, the representative of the Ministry

of Planning and the representatives of the other Ministries. The

main task of^.-the Equipes polyvalentes is to identify projects on

the basis, of She-data they collect..

1/ Cf. Mission I.R.F.E.D.-Liban: "Besoins et Possibility de -
Development du Liban".^ Vols., Ministere du Plan, Beyrouth,
1962. ' .

2/ R.S. Cannell, R. Hacker, C. Grubb, C. Miller, . .
J?'Hi Wu: Tanzania-Zambia Highway Study. 8 vols., Stanford Research
Institute, Menlo Park, Cal., U.S.A., June I966, inol. 1 vol.
Handbook of Inventory Procedures for the Resource Allocation
Method (RAM). ~~~
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35. The Resource Allocation Method (RAM) to be used by regional

project identification and appraisal teams was designed as a base

for building a total data inventory for regional development

planning, including project identification, inside a country. With

such an inventory future development studies can be more effective,

less expensive and shorter in duration. RAM is baaed on the

Universal Transverse Mercator Grid System (UTM) . A region (inside

a oountry) can be devided into equcil grid squares for the

oolleotion of resource data. The Stanford Research Institute's

team states that political subdivisions differ in size and that no

system is available for relating these subdivisions in terms of

distances, areas, specific locations, or concentration of

resources ("development poles") • In the equal-squares system,

however, all data are compatible and comparable. UTM, a system

of grid co-ordinates, permits adding squares to other squares,

relating the distance between them, measuring the areas of various

combinations of squares,, measuring and indicating the density of

any item of interest within the whole field or universe of squares.

All items of interest can be ceded and filed according to

geographical squares, or any or all items can be totaled aocording

to some common denominator,.

(b) Natural resources

36. Every area hae some natural :?aw materials, such as metal

ores, non-metal resources, fuels, water resources and agricultural

raw materials which can be identified and which lead to

opportunities to produce competitively for local, regional, national

or even foreign markets* No mineral or plant identified should be

excluded from registers because cf rapidly changing technology and

new utilization possibilitioc, These data- should, from time to

time, be compared with those of other regions, countries and

continents in order to see .what production possibilities have
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emerged from them elsewhere.—'" " ■ . . .

37. Many countries in Africa'are particularly rich in varieties

of plants and "are also well provided with numerous varieties of ;

livestock and wild life which could constitute an obvious basis

for certain complexes of food, feedstuff and protein producing

industries.

38. The, same is true for mineral resources, the basis for

chemical, metallurgical and mechanical industry complexes, and for -

non—metallic mineral resources, the. basis for ceramics, glass and -

glass fibre, oementand cement products and salt industry complexes. ^

Data to be collected should at the very minimum include the quality,

quantity, location and accessibility of these natural resources.

; Cc) ;. Existing social and economic establishments: their

. . . ; , improvement and eventual expansion

39»' ' A thorough analysis of' existing enterprises may lead to the

identification of logical newiprojects. Good production

opportunities can be found in> expanding, complementing,, modernizing

and diversifying enterprises which are already established, also

by more and better use of the already existing production

capacities. ■ ■. .

40.' . . For this purpose an inventory of enterprises and" associations

may be- organized on the. local urban level, on the local rural' level

(inoluding artisans) and at the other spatial levels. Those registers

oan be classified by name of firm and association", by item produced

and service rendered. In some, countries reports on general assembly

meetings, the balance sheets and profit and loss accounts are already

published in the Official1 Gazette so that they can be clipped and

filed easily.

\J Documentation centres established on lines similar to ICAITI
: (Central American Research Institute for Industry) will prove
invaluable in this connexion.
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41. Information is also needed for the .elaboration of production

and service fact sheets and profiles and model layouts. This should

"be done on a multi-national level or for the whole of Africa in

order to show the typical capital, cost and profit structure and

position, technology used, etc., in the various types of enterprises

already established in Africa. These fact sheets and profiles can

then be compared with those already elaborated in the highly

industrialized countries like the USA and Japan. For a first

approximation the studies carried out in developing countries whioh

are mentioned in the "Catalog of Investment Information and

Opportunities of the U.S.A.I.D. may be used, subject' to modifications

i*ri the light of African conditions.

42. This Catalog is a valuable aid for the retrieval, the finding

of industrial project studies which were carried out in developing

countries, including Africa.'- It lists the titles of ail the studies*

by country and by product, which can be obtained from the U.S.A.I.D,

The U.S.A.I.D. makes copies of these studies and abstract cards (on :

which each study is summarized) available to interested planners.-'

43. The TJSAID "Industry Fact Sheets" and the Japanese "Model Plant

Layouts" are useful indicators of unit investment and operation'

costs, but it is doubtful whether they help in choosing the

economically optimum technology. They do not contain (at least as. .

far as the former is concerned) adequate comparative data that are .

required for establishing optimum technology with a degree of

assurance. Furthermore, even if they had, the data being based on

U.S. and Japanese experience, it does not necessarily follow that

African planners could gainfully use them for choosing economically

optimum technology. ... The concept of optimum technology is one that

l/ Morris J.tSolomon, who is charged by the Organization of American

States with the Workshops and Seminars on Project Preparation and

Evaluation in Latin America, recommends this collection of project

Btudiss and Index for the screening and evaluation of projeots.

He wrote in his recent textbook Project Analysis,(0.A.S.,
Washington, D.C., 1966): "The Index appears to be the minimum

requirement for any planning group."
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is ultimately- tied to the specific factors governing the operation

of industries in Africa. If it is a question of choosing the

minimum economic unit to operate under African conditions, the1 scope''

for planning a much lower limit in Africa than in the U.S. or Japan

is thought to be considerable. But this brings back the whole

question of adapting technology to needs and prevailing conditions -

a topic which has been stressed sufficiently in various parts of .

this paper. , ... ■ . .

(d) Reviewing old, current and new projects . "

44* Projeots which have been studied and appraised already but not

carried out at the time, because they were found uneconomic or

unfeasible because of technical or social reasons, can become feasible

or sooially desirable again, because market demands, customs tariffs,

freight rates, and technologies are changing constantly. Markets

should also be studied at relatively short intervals in -or.der.to

see whether economic, technical and policy conditions .have improved ,

for them, so that new opportunities can be found in old ideas.

45* Even on the local level but more so on the sub-national,

national and multi-national levels-registers should be kept of old,

current and new projects (one complete copy of each project and all

the studies made for it, if possible) .' Lists of projects, indicating

their stage of study1 and/or implementation, should be compiled for

control use inside the Government, in the private sector, by the

development banks and foreign entrepreneurs and investors. These

lists must be broken down into areas, into branches and produots

(goods to be produced or services to be rendered, product units,

planned annual production volume or purpose of the project, total

investments broken down into national and foreign currency, eventual' ■

tax, credit and other facilities, location, etc.).
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46. General lists of activities should be compared with the

information on the existing activities, old, current and new

projects, human and natural resources and also with existing and

new technologies in Africa and abroad in order to discover

production and .service possibilities which have been-overlooked.

These provide checklistssof opportunities.

47. The I.S.I.C. (international Standard Industrial Classification

of the United Nations) could be used as a basis, incorporating

national commodity, activities .and industry lists as far as possible

or keeping registers of them apart. Other industrial classifications

could be used for this purpose, e.g. those of the USA (S.I.C.), Japan,

European countries, of Latin America and other developing countries,

in case such lists do exist already*

(e)..; The role of technology in pro.ject identification

48. Projects may be conceived of in terms of a number of basic

objectives.' Some have the maximization of returns, or the

minimization of costs as an objective. Others aim at maximizing

of employment. Still.others may be thought of in terms of the ,

contribution they make towards an effective strategy for long-term

economic development. In all of these, technology plays a crucial

part. Thetype.of technology chosen for the. maximization of.

employment is usually not the same as that which maximizes returns, ..; ,.

or minimiEes costs, or adds effectiveness to the strategy for ,

long-term growth., Even when technology is given (in the sense that..

a choice between alternative types is not possible), the

implications arising, from the constraints it imposes have a

considerable.bearing on the nature of projects identified and

selected. ...

49. Quite apart from this overall relationship between projects

and technology, knowledge or lack of it about the latter may help

or hinder the identification of projects. An obvious example is
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the absence of a technological process for the exploitation of a

kmiwti-xesourco. Research institutes-are often" used in the discovery;,

of these techniques. The absericer o£ ah economically ■ justifiable '. ■

technical,pro.cess-is" ario.ther ■example-v-"- Here:,-a ^technical process !.'■ -v

may in "fadt; exist, :butexc'es's'iv^:"operating costs-may prevent or * -.' •■"

inhibit its "industrial application .-A - Once' ■the>:dtfst- 'problem :of •" : K

such processss: Is-solved, -opp~dT-tunl-tie's: are-opened'Up for-projects "'■■•

that use •the'V.-given iprocess wholly or rin p'art'.' Finally^ a given : :v.-.-■'■

technology in one part of the world may be-unknown i-n another1 part"- -

wher.e.,. if known, it couli.help to identify, a .project.-.. ?lLis._i8 - .

particularly.important .in the.^developing ..countries where.knowledge.

of,,,,new ..Cor.even old), processes in the ad;yance.d.;countries (,p.r. even ... :,;

in another, .developing country),..is ofter. .fr?3m.en,tary.,.. More extensive^

and-^up^.to^date -information,.on these processes.;can be .expected tp ,.

help identify projects ,:frora,. time to., time., - To th,is,e.nd,...3,ocaLl..raw ^. ,

materials and .existing.producij3....should.-.be, ccri6t.jp.tly roT-pxamine^. .„.....,

in the light of current basic and. app.li.e4 research.. ; .-..>:\ ......... ... ;.-,^

50.,..;,, Inadequate knowledge of certain technologies,,existing in.

other parts of ..the. world is a ,deterren^.,tp the full:. exploitation .-,...

of .production, and, service .:Opportuni.ties. in Africa.... Moreover,, since..

technological processes,change constantly, even at.short intervals,...

they create new production and service opportunities which should

be identified.'

51.-,.,.,.It .will .be .necessary, to establish, a. ooniprehsnsiye ....., .,,,,_.,„ .

documentation and. library service fox: project identification, ■ ..

Technologies can be...Glassified according to branches of industry,.

and produ.cts.,...accoiJ.ing..to. process,, parent .and ..the machi.nery ..used.

l/ ..Ite-salination o,f_ s.ea .wa^er is?1a Gase,..in point.
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As regards the latter, a collection must be established of industrial

machinery and equipment catalogues, prospectuses, price lists,

leaflets, brochures and engineering, sales, maintenance and operation

manuals, used for giving advice to- industrialists' on.the purchase

of national arid foreign machinery. This collection should be

completed requesting selected manufacturers, national and foreign

(the latter e.g. via the Consulates), to send their material,

which should be' properly classified.

52. Following the example of the ICAITI (Central American Researoh

Institute for Industry), Standards Libraries should be organized,

with Standards from Africa, the USA (ASTK, US Federal Specifications,..

ASA), Britain (BSl), Franco (AFNOR), West Germany (DIN) ,.Japan,

Mexico (EUM) , Chile (INIJITDCNOK) , Venezuela, India (iSl) , Argentina

(instituto Argentino de Racionalizacion de Materiales) , Central .

America (iCAITl) , Canada (Canadian Government Specification Board),.

Switzerland (USM), Turkey, Israel, etc.

53. It must be stressed that index cards, periodicals and mimeo

graphed material should be exchanged with the industrial,

agricultural and mining research and educational institutions which

are operating already in all the States of Africa.

54- Computers couldbe used for information retrieval.' A big help

for the developing countries of Africa would be the establishment

of an Agricultural and Industrial Literature Analysis and Retrieval

System by the United Nations, located at UN Headquarters or in

Europe, similar to the Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval

System, MEDLARS, of the American National Library of Medicine,

which started an information service in 19-64-

55- For the service mentioned in para. 53 and also.for establishing

a regular, frequent contact and collaboration with the research

institutions, it is necessary to establish a register of the African
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research institutions, which should' be kept up-to-date. A

questionnaire for this has been suggested by the Centre for

Industrial Development of the United Nations (now UNIDG), New Yorkj

in the Appendix of its paper.Organization of Industrial Research:

Types and Examples of Industrial Research Institutes . .- ... ■ . " ■*

56. Likewise, the collection of catalogues and prospectuses of

maohineand industrial equipment manufacturers and the acquisition

of publications according to the bibliographies for.industrial

planning of the United Nations (Bulletin "Industrialization and

Productivity", Nos. 1, 5, 6), the Index of Publications (which

lists over 6,000 items in regard to the manufacture of 75 ■

different' products) and the Industrial Technical Library for a

Tropical Country, both issued by"the-Technical Aids Branch'of'the

USAID, would be a good start for a technical reference service,

providing information on typae of equipment required for various "

industries,'technical processes, operating procedures and management

techniques. Questions like: what is the most suitable machinery

for a given type of technology? 'where can the most suitable

machinery..be bought? could be answered by technical reference -

services established at the sub-regional level or all-African level.

57- At the United Nations Inter-Regional Seminar on the Hole of

Industrial Research and Development Institutes in Developing

Countries, organized by the UN Centre'for Industrial Development-':

(New York), now UNIDO, in Beirut, Lebanon; December I964, the : ' ■•' "

following recommendations were 'adopted, inter alia. ■ ' . '■ ' '-'•'

No. 8: The United Nations should study and keep under review

and disseminate information on the organizational ■'■"■'•

aspects, functioning and programmes of the various-, '.'-

1/ Cf. United Nations: "Proceedings of the Inter-regional Seminar

on Industrial Research and Development Institutes in Developing

Countries", vol. I, ST/TAO/Ser.C/ 77/Vol.I. New York. 1966. p.IV
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industrial research and development institutes and

similar organizations or departments, with a view to

facilitating the interchange of such information

between different countries. The United Nations

should also assist in the interchange of visits

"between industrial research personnel in different

countries.

No. $: The United Nations should assist the developing

countries by undertaking detailed studies of the

various systems of consulting services, patents,

different types of licence agreements and contracts,

the systems of tenders, the various available

licences and know-how, etc. The results of these,

studies should be made available to developing

countries.

58. The United Nations could constitute a pool of scientific and

technological information for use in the developing countries

(publication of registers, rosters, index and keysort cards,

manuals, profiles and fact sheets for each type of activity,

information bulletins, etc.) as this is done e.g. for small

.businesses in the USA by the Small Business Administration in

Washington, D.C (issue of information bulletins and booklets on

the recommendable conditions of each type of small business in the

U.S.A.; this series of more than 500 titles is also distributed,

free of charge, to developing countries and is very useful for the

above-mentioned comparisons of technologies in. the advanced and in

the developing countries).

59- A further source of information for African planners is the

material whioh has been published by the United Nations Conference

on the Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of

Less Developed Areas, which took place in Geneva in 1963 • Many

suggestions for new or adapted technology will be usable in Africa

also. . -
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60. Research institutions.must help'to-identify the eoonomioally

and socially optimum technology;, determining, for any given ' '

production.or. service process,- the highest level of productivity,

a technology compatible with maximum employment of labour. Aside" '

from industries where basic processes are technologically

inflexible, there are a large number of industries where alternative

factor combinations are applicable, in. major processing operations.

To reveal such technological alternatives,.and make possible -the

determination of a "factor mix'.' in specific operations, a-great. ■

deal'of"research is required in a new and relatively little- ,

explored field,

61. " Research on the adaptation and finding of certain

technologies for the conditions prevailing in Africa should be

undertaken as soon as possible. The obstacle of lack of. ■

technologies developed inside the region, or adapted to it, is a
problem which should receive immediate attention.^

62. The planning authorities.should encourage the existing ' '

African research institutions to establish a network of field

research and industrial promotion and extension centres:in stagnant'

rural and urban areas with the task- to ■■ undertake research on-the

improvement of traditional,, primitive technology and the invention

of intermediate technologies ..and to train personnel for tn'e research '

and extension services, in the fields .of agriculture, crafts and "

village industries, ...Inpsoveaents- and. inventions should be

communicated immediately to the planning authorities so that they "

are made known and can be .used. in i;he whole, region. The same applies

1/ As regards intermediate.technology, the USAID has published'two
useful^volumes, . the. mUgg Technology-Handbook.: and" a society
of technologists, Volunteers for-International Technical
Assistance (V.I.T.Aw exists to put intending manufacturers,
engineers, other technologists, etc. in touch with intermediate
technological problems.
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to the Project RITA (Rural Industrial Technical Assistance for

identification, elaboration and establishment of small and

medium-scale industries in rural communities) which is financed

partly by the participating government, the USAID and the

participating American universities (see paras 29 r- 33) .

63.; : Also old processes can be found which were used in the

developed countries before, which are naturally too labour-

intensive there novradays, but which could be used in the

developing countries as "intermediate technology" and information

on these should be collected.

64. Attention should also be drawn to a new type of institution

which has been developed in India to provide small-scale-

industries with training, servicing, assistance and advice, the

so-oalled "Prototype Production and Training Centres".-^ The

major function of these institutions is to facilitate the transfer

and adaptation of machine building technologies developed in the

advanced countries for manufacture and use of the machines by

small-scale industries.in developing countries. This is done by

developing equipment prototypes and the extensive use of

interchangeable parts and by training managers and workers to

produce this equipment and the. parts on commercial lines. These

centres are an important link in the chain cf institutions

servicing and assisting small-Bcale industries. By concentrating

on capital goods, which can both be manufactured and used by these

industries, they contribute, directly, to the acceleration of ■

industrial growth. They foster complementary relationships

1/ A.D. Bohra: "Training for Industrial Production of Prototype
Machinery", ■ in: Industrialization and Productivity, Bulletin,

UN, Centre for Industrial Development, New.York, No. 6, 1963.
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between small-scale industries, and their work is complementary. .

to that of. technological research institutes in solving the ,

problem of adaptation of equipment $ to that of small-scale

industries service institutes and industrial extension oentres in

providing specialized technological assistance, and advice; and

to that of educational and training institutions in providing

specialized practical instruction. .

65- Puerto Pdco offers an interesting example of how Prototype

Produoti-ori'and Training Centres could play a role in identifying

industrial^opportunities as seen in its metal-working plants.

It was revealed that among twenty leading plants the product'

range was quite varied with eleven industrial processes being

common to .at least two of the most successful,' arid inmost cases ■

to most of.'them. It. was also indicated that- these tested

industrial-processes were common, to the manufacture of about 16X)

other product's not being manufactured at the time (1959) in the ■ '

island. I&e Identification of these, new potential projects and

their later realization strengthened, considerably the industrial

structure.

66* These centres seem to be especially appropriate for Africa ■ '

because of the considerable demand there for machines, equipment,■'

components, parts, tools,' accessories,' and ironware, mostly '

satisfied by imports from abroad". African entrepreneurs-should

gradually produce and supply the parts now imported, .providing .

further impetus' to sub-regional, industrial development. Since

the major function of Prototype Production and Training Centres

is to facilitate,the transfer and adaptation of technologies

developed in the advanced, countries, foreign assistance will be ..

necessary to set up such centres in Africa and to provide guidance

and training, including fellowships* in the first stages of their

operation.
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67. In its resolution 1913 (XVl) the General Assembly of the

United Nations, at its 16th-Session, affirmed, that it was in the

best interest of all1 countries that the international patent

system should be applied in such a way as to take fully into

account the special needs and requirements of the economic

development of developing countries, as well as the legitimate

claims of patentees and it requested the Seoretary-General to

prepare a ,report studying the role of patents in the transfer of

technology :to underdeveloped countries. What is actually needed is

an international convention which allows the developing countries :■•/

to make use of the patents T-rhich can.be applied there, against •■■ ■

payment of well reduced royalty fees (e.g* only 2-3 per cent of

sales) and royalties, with the assistance of the United Nations*

e.g. via the UNDP (Special Fund). This would constitute another

kind of assistance which the. advanoed countries can give to the ■ ■

developing countries. Often vital- patents are closely held by

private firms and carry either very high royalty fees or are not

disclosed at all- for maintaining a monopoly position.

68. The work of African planners could be facilitated by

documenting, the forecasting techniques evolved by experts for

specific industrial products. Some of these techniques remain

in the private files of industrialists and research workers, and

planners often find themselves elaborating techniques .from first ■

principles, whilst tho.se used in the past could have served as a .

useful basis-for improvement and even sophistication in fore

casting. • . ■

69. At present projects are identified and elaborated in Africa

mainly by the Development Banks,, m«3chnica]" Agencies (e.g.

Ethiopia) arid'individual "businessmen". It will be necessary for

the African planners to establish not only an identification

service and the programming of research but also to provide for
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the teaching of the various methods of project identification,

elaboration;and execution, not only in the. public sector but alao

in the,.priyate sector., This.can be-.dqne-by providing seminars,

courses and meetings.with^lectures .and by the distribution of \ ;

printed or mimeographed.material on this.subject, also via- the ;..-

private professional and civic associations, -including . .... ,

information on general-and septor planning and its use.for project ..

identification and appraisal,;on government.policies and --

incentives,- ;etc. ....

70. One method of project identification/ which has'yielded

some results in Northeast-Brazil, "is -'-the'making of contracts

between planning authorities and research institutes for the • -

purpose of-'identifying new technologies, mainly for the ;-"':^

identification'of industrial complexes; UWDP assistance has also'

been requested' rfor this, e.g. recruitment'of industrial and "'■ ''

chemical-engineers and other experts to work in such institutes.

II- Demand side

(a) Social, needs and infrastructure requirements

71. Many social: and infrastructure needs and projects can be

identified ,on all spatial levels.. On the local level, .community

development;.workers-and other, officials can assist in this work, .

with the enthusiastic co-operation of the population. .

72. On the national and multi-national levels, however, the big

social and infrastructure5projects can be identified, largely oh

the basis of data collected ,at. the various spatial levels. On

the all-African; level there are .already the O.A.U., the A.D.B.

and the E.C.A. which.can assist in identifying, prpjects for the.-

whole of Africa. ......
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(b) Existing and new products . . .

73. Another'method of-project identification is to-establish a

register of-existing and new products in all the world, especially

tropical products, and to compare it with the register of existing '

national enterprises and the goods and services they supply inside

the country and with the register of old (not implemented), ■

current (in execution) and new or planned projects. These

registration or keysort cards with the various products are then

confronted also with the apparent demand for them in the country •

and sub-region so that expansion of existing production or

initiation of their production can be given consideration.

National nomenclatures of commodities and the industry lists -

mentioned above can be used for this purpose. For each product

it will be necessary to find not only market data but also cost, .

location, minimum capacity, maintenance and other production data,

including specifications, patents, etc., and to enter them on the

respective cards.

74. It is suggested that African planners carry out researoh on

the structure of intermediate and final demand (consumer and

investment goods) in. their countries for project identification.

75. The demand of- the public sector is revealed already by the

federal, state, municipal and public enterprise budgets, which

are often published regularly in the official gazettes, as well as

by the development plans for the public sector. The demand for

engineering products can.mainly be identified in this way.

76. Apparent demand of the private sector for various products

and types of -products can be estimated on the basis of national

and regional production, export, import, demographic, family

budget and other data which should be completed and brought up-to-

date. These data are then used to make demand projections (where
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possible, using input-output tables)-, and°to evaluate the .sooial1 -'°

desirability of, investment"in these plants.'

77- The planners can also get supplementary data on the demand

for capital goods if they analyze for this purpose the projects

which are submitted-for-obtaining tax"exemption and credit. :

Moreover, the statistical services usually—undertake _a...oolleotion

of data on public and private capital formation which can be-used"

for /the" calculation of intermediate and capital goods demand;

78. Knowledge on the various products, their markets and demand

can also be" obtained from importers'^ dealers (wholesale and retail)

and primary users (including agriculture, industries and mining) "

in^cp.Xlab'oration with the'Chambers ofCommerce and other private

associations. Commercial surVeys'- may be undertaken in Africa,

for 'thia^.purpose, especially in''the deVelopment poles', which must .

be identified by the planners,,, r. Such surveys should comprise -

information on large stores &nd -a -sampling- of- medium and small .. .,

stores, relating to inventory, sales,-imports, unexploited :- ■

industrial opportunities, etc. ■. ; .

79» In the absence Of retail trade data, information on wholesale •

trade.and industries,--obtained from sample surveys, may'he'used

for project identificationr Equally the material balances method

could-be used-for this, purpose. . •- -

■(°)' . Import: substitution

80. Import substitution ranks very high on the list of project

identification methods. It in an assured way to increase the rate

of growth of-the regional and national1 economy and to reduce . .

balance of payments 'difficulties, '

81. Information on imports should be recorded carefully by the

planning authorities in order to be compared with existing

enterprises and the goods produced in the country, as well as the
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goods exported because imports indicate an already existing.market

and suggest new projects to satisfy a proven demand, the apparent

consumption.

82. Similar documentation should be collected in regard to , .

machines and equipment, which could be assembled, and to parts

and components which could be produced and. assembled in Africa. . ,-.

Many machines are still assembled and many parts and components , .-.

are still produced abroad, which are regularly imported and others. ■

which, though not imported, could be made in the African countries.

83. .. Within the boundaries of one country data on the flow of - .

goods will also, assist in identifying projects in different

localities. It is therefore essential that the planning authorities

should explain the importance, urgency and priority of these

t- their-collection—can-be-undertaken in earnest.

84. In those African countries arid sub-regions which are richly

endowed with human and natural resources, the manufacture of many

more types of previously imported1 semi-finished and finished goods

does not require substantial-importation of raw materials and

intermediate products so that net import substitution (the value

ndded in Africa) oan be a considerable percentage of the value of

the finished product.. .

85. As the process of import substitution advances and the value

of imports falls relative to the level of national products, the

vulnerability of the domestic economy to adverse external factors

will be reduced,

86. To determine the import trends of major products, the

following data should be collected for each product:

.Quantity and value of:

1. imports

2. domestic output
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3. exports' ...

4. apparent domestic, consumption, (l plus 2 minus 3) - .

5'. . selling prices on the domestic market, handling charges

6. details of import quotas, duties, taxes and other

■ restrictions.

87. Projects can be found in this Wa'y which are fortunate enough

in having no big market problem because their output will go more

or'less" automatically to an assured market, as, for instance, a

plant turning out parts for .a truck-assembling-plant, etc.

88.^ Fortunately some of the industries concerned need not be -top

closely.tied to large markets simply because the value added is

great and transport costs thus form a less significant proportion - -, {

of total costs. Typical products-of this category are electrical

and electronical instruments., clocks, watches, cameras, jewellery,.

Pharmaceuticals., some cosmetics, toys, artificial flowers, ..•■,- .

precision instruments, radio'and Tv'sets, electrical appliances,-,.'

apparel, garments, shoes and footwear, leather articles, art craft

items, ordinary artisan good's', "books," musical. instruments,, pianos,.'"^

handwoven goods, tapestry and rugs, religio.us. objects, . Christmas

decoration, suitcases, bags, wallets, etc., preparation of

diamonds and other precious and semi-precious stones, gloves, ■"

nets, buttons, baskets, .brooms,, knitted..goo.ds, glass, goods, paper

and carton goods, metal goods like cutlery, embroidered ladies and

children clothes, medical instruments, sanitary goods, optical

goods, office machines, bicycles,: tubes, bulbs, measuring and

control apparatuses, tools, ,welding equipment, fire arms, taps,

windows, foodstuffs and drinks, etc.

(d)i Export possibilities

89. All available export statistics and'foreign trade information

on the country in question and foreign markets oould be compared

with the statistics and information on production in general and
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production of export goods of similar countries and regions.

Such a comparison will suggest the possibility of producing .

similar goods* especially for export, goods which have already

a proven market.

90. Africa has some great natural advantages because of her

favourable geographic position, her special climates, her low-cost

labour, and her considerable raw material and power base. African

countries could also process imported raw materials with low labour

cost per unit of product,, if labour efficiency and productivity

per hour is increased. Africa has long run transport advantages

in comparison with other developing regions and should thus profit

from her special natural and human resource endowment which gives

her low costs and therefore competitive strength.

91. Information should then be collected on the various foreign

markets on which certain goods could be sold, on freight, tariff,

insurance and exchange rates as well as other foreign trade costs.

Leads should be sought for foreign marketr-oriented industries by

screening data on- imports into those foreign markets which are

most accessible from Africa. . ■

92. The following information will have to be collected on eaoh

major product: . > '

1. Quantity and percentage of sales for export;

■" 2. Cost of transport;

3. For each major proposed export market, information

required under the points in para.86;

4. Foreign market surveys, including:

(a) preferential duties or import privileges in any

of the markets;

■ (b) present and prospective major competitors;

- (c) per capita consumption of .the product in those

: countries.
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93- Advantage should also be taken by the planners of already-

existing research on foreign markets such as e.g. the one on

French sugar products consumption habits which has been carried

out in 1954 "by the "French Research and Documentation Centre for

the Use of Sugar" for the members of the "Trade Association".

Similar market research on sugar, sugar by-products and other

goods which are of interest for Africa might be obtainable,

often free of charge, from advanced and developing countries alike.

94' Naturally, the full range of foreign trade promotion

techniqaes should be used. Part of foreign trade promotion is the

task to achieve the reduction of freight rates and customs tariffs

by negotiation with foreign shipping conferences and governments.

The planners can perhaps urge their, governments to initiate such

negotiations in favour of Africa as soon as possible.

95* Africa needs help and encouragement in the processing of her

primary products. Protective policies in the advanced oountries

like' the .U.S.A. and the European Common Market are the most serious

obstacles to exports from Africa. Similarly, the planners should

try to expand African exports of manufactured goods (textiles,

clothing, leather goods, etc.). With this again they will have

to overcome the protectionist policies of the advanced countries.

96.' Foreign customs tariffs should be obtained, registered

(tariff rates also to be entered on the respective commodity

cards) and analyzed systematically by the planners for the

identification of export possibilities for export and for

negotiations with foreign governments,, Common market tariffs

(GATT, Europe, Latin America) should also be obtained regularly.

Research of this kind must begin with the most important foreign

trade'partners of the African countries.
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(a) Use o.f the inter-industry technique , . :. .

97« In case adequate data are already available, planners will

want to use the inter-industry technique, also for the selection " ■

of optimum combinations ojf investment projects, for estimating

the direct and indirect roquirerr.entF. (?.nd their changes) -of

scarce resources generated by a specified investment programme

during its- execution and following the programme and for the

appraisal of possibilities of modifying the development .plan in

order to eliminate bottlenecks daring the plan period and ..

thereafter. . . . , . . .

98'.' ■ -Planning "from above11 will-suggest the growth of certain' ' ■."

activities which almost" always will create opportunities to ■

expand others.* The identification of these opportunities can be -"*

done by the use of the intor-industry technique, by analyzing

how the inputs and outputs ox industries fit together.. In ,r

judging the worth .of a major project, it is necessary to consider,

how well it .will fit in with what the region has and produces .

and what it will have and will produce in future. . ......

99- Inter-industry analysis requires the collection and ■ ' '

organization of e, good iie,il of d&tuj contiidarable time and-'

analytical skill. Such a system .of data collection and analysis . •

is not widespread in the African region. However, in view of the

possibilitios of this technique for identifying production .

opportunities and the important ccns&q.uoucea, of investment ;

projects and programmes in the various sectors, African planners. .

will find-it. certainly worthwhile to urge the statistical servioes:

to establish .at least the basis for the collection of inter-.., ,..,- .

industry statistics in Afri«a» in collaboration with the planning .

authorities. The documentation compiled by the latter, as

suggested above, will be very useful for the elaboration of
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inter-ind_ustry tables. Inter-induatry analysis.has been under

taken already for xwo sub-regions. , .East and West Africa, by the •

ECA Industry Diyisiqn. . . . .

100. Regional, inter-industry or input-output tables have been

constructed, and uaed-foi- planning purposes in Italy, where there

is a clear regional distinction ■"between the North and the South,

and where a large programme for development of the South has been

under way for;some time. Various1 tables have also been ' '"

constructed for specific states, regions and industries in U.S.A.

101." "An important use of the input-output studies made so far

is in checking the over-all requirements of a development

programme- or of an important specific project against the

availabilities of such factors as capital, foreign currency and

manpower. The indirect repercussions of the contemplated

developments, throughout the"economy'are often of equal or of

greater importance than the direct effects, and it may be" '

difficult to evaluate them adequately if the'traditidnal

instruments of, analysis are used.' Thus, for instance, the '

checking of a preliminary investment programme in detail through"

the input-output .nethod has made it possible in several cases, for

example^ in .Argentina and Israel; to detect inconsistencies in % " '.

the original.formulation, and has led to adjustments of investment -

allocations, in. certain1 sectors. "-'^

102. A related'use of tne input-output table is to serve as. an

intermediate"'step in the construction of a system of regional

accounts. Regional product accounts can be used as an analytical.. ..--

tool because the.y ,giy,o a.breakdown, of the aggregates of total

1/ United Katiocn: "Use of Model's in- Programming", in: " '' '
Industrialization and. Productivity. Bulletin,: No.4, .New York-, :
April 196l-y= pv; 14. ■ ?v--. ■ - : ■ ■
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product, showing their.commodity composition so that from the

resulting figures production levels by individual industries can

be deduced. Thus a complete picture of the growth of each "

industry within the regional economy, on a basis broadly ,

consistent with developments in all other sectors of the economy,

may be given. But regional product and income tables show only

sales by one economic sector to another. They do not reveal all

transactions between individual industries and between industries1

and imports and exports. Nevertheless, as long as there are no

inter-Industry statistics, this technique can be used extensively..

It has sometimes "given good over-all guides to industrial project .

selection. Those industries which this analysis reveals as likely

to expand most rapidly (growth industries) are those from which to.

select the most dynamic candidate projects.

103. In case African planners decide to establish a comprehensive

documentation service for planning, as suggested above, it will be

possible to elaborate pre-investment data summaries,^/ which

constitute a tool of analysis and decision making in the field of

industrial development programming as a link between the

excessively detailed engineering cost and profitability estimates,

at the one extreme, and the unsatisfactory general indicators of

technology and costs, for instance in industrial sector studies,

at the other extreme, thus a link between project elaboration and ■

evaluation and industrial sector planning. For the latter also

more elaborate techniques can be used such as process analysis

models-' for instance.

1/ Thomas Vietorisz:- "Guide for preparing first draft pre- '
investment datr. summaries", United Nations, ECLA Industrial
Development Programme Project, New York, I960.

2/ A.S. Manne. and H.M. Markowitz (ed.): Studies in Process
Analysis, Wiley", New York, 1963, pp. 163-168. :
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104. Pre—investment data summaries consist (in condensed form)

of descriptions of industrial technology in sufficient detail to

permit first-approximation estimates of production cost,

profitability, social marginal product and supply in each

industrial -branch, which is a candidate for original establishment

or expansion' in a given geographical region. They also should

oontain a detailed breakdown of equipment needs, in order to

separate- domestioally procurable items from imported items. For

this the already suggested, collection of catalogues,, leaflets,

prospeotusee, production manuals, etc. will render excellent

services..-;

105. Pre-ihvestment data, when suitably interpreted or

integrated, may be used as a tool for identifying the effect of"a

given industry.on the operations and investment requirements of

other industries, and for the estimation and balancing of supplies

and demands'of basic economic resources;

106. These data can also be used for the following tasks:

1. Broad surveys for screening potential "candidate" industries

or projects, with the aim of arriving at a preliminary list of

industries or projects which warrant more detailed feasibility

studies. 2. Feasibility studies-' for particular industries or

projects, especially the appraisal of technical and of economic

feasibility.' 3. The linking of the in'tersectoral and project-

level stage,of industrial programming.

107. Tbe African research institutes should assist the planners

as well "the-industries themselves in conducting specific pre-

investment studies in order, to help to determine the most suitable

l/ Cf. Ralph von Gersdorff: "The Making of Feasibility Studies",
in: "International-Handbook of Management", McGraw-Hill Book

Co., New..York, 1965, pp. 463-474-
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programme of-industrialization as well as the technological and

socio-economic feasibility■and desirability of projects. They

should also verify the studies undertaken by foreign firms,

thereby giving assurance and confidence to local .industrialists-,

108. The f6rmer United Nations Centre for Industrial Development

(now UNIDO) -"began to issue in 1963 a series called "Studies in

Economics of'Industry"- which constitute pre-investment data

summaries.1"' No. 1 has been on "Pre-investment data for the cement

industry" and "on "Nitrogenous fertilizers based on natural gas".

7h.±a series is!designed to dev-albp a body of data for a certain

number of selected industries which are of interest to developing

countries. The first study contains.investment and other input

coefficients rf.pr the cement industry based on analysis of data

originating, in. a certain number of countries, both in"advanced

and developing areas. -. In the study on fertilizers-major emphaslj

is placed on the analysis of differentials in fixed investment

and other important input requirements in this industry between

an advanced country (UtS.A*) and a typical developing country.-^

The ECA collected considerable documentation in connexion with

the industrial co-ordination studies that it has compiled for

each of the sub-regions, A large part of this documentation

contains good pre-investment data under African conditions and

o*vorB a wide and representative range of industrial activities, .

l/ Another UN study of this kind: ':Pre-ihvestment Data' on the ■■'"
Aluminium Industry", ST/ECLA/CONF.11/1.24, January 18, 1963.

See also USAID: "Plant Requirenent Booklets" and Commission of

Small-scale.Industry, Government of India, New Delhi: "Small-

scale Industry Series" and Loe Charles Nehrt: "A Pre-

investment Study of the Flat Glass Industry", Indiana University,

Report No. EC 130,, World Bank and IDA, Washington, D.C.,

October 26, 1964. ■ The latter shows promise.of being a.model

for such studies (cf. Morris J. Solomon, "Project Analysis:

A system for shaping and appraising projects with special,

application to newly developing countries", Washington, D«C,

Organization of American States, April 1966, p. 12).
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109. :.As* an. example of how' inter-industry'■ studies could help-"to

identify projects," the experience of Puerto Rico may be cited '■■'■"•

below: "Mere proliferation-of industry increases the number of ":

points at ■which-inferconnecting links can be made. A few have " ■" :

been made in apparel and textile industries.' But -it is among the'-

metalworking,":machinery^ and electronics industries that

opportunities-vof this kind are most frequently to be found, not '

only among "job shops" which produce to order, but also among' • '

factories .witlj. established, .lines that either have or .need extra.,

capaoity in.some department. : A .directory of metal working plants. ,

whioh lis.ts, the kinds of machine tools available for contract work

and also the kinds of. parts .and materials purchased by each.plant,

has been^^ss-ued to. facilitate integration among existing plants

and as an;.aid. in the promotion of others."-^ Puerto Rico's

programme. j3f,..feasibili,ty :re.search is. also designed to turn out .. .

"prospectuses" for.manufacturing operations, that could be :

established by local businessmen. . , ,

110. "For analysing the demand for. intermediate products the most ■

appropriate .technique is that based on the input-output

matrices. ..,,.... ^Qnce .the input-output .matrix for a given period ,. . .

has been prepared, it.is possible to calculate, for each of the

activities included, the effects of changes in the final demand .......

for a particular product. ... The case becomes especially

complicated iri countries,-where imports make a large contribution

to the supply; of intermediate products, sinoe part of the input :.

demand..wil-1-affect1 the foreign trade sector."-' ■"-. ■ ■ \

1/ Cf. H.C. Barton, Jr.: "Puerto Rico's Industrial Development
Programme", Harvard University Centre for International Affairs* ' '' c'
Cambridge, Mass., 1959? P- 40.

2/ UniteiT-Na'tioha: "Analyses and Projections of Economic ' ":
Development: , I An Introduction to the Technique of

Programming".' New York, 1955, P^ 33-
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,1/111. Identification of industrial complexes;-^ The identification

and location.method of industry complexes has the advantages of

the inter-industry and the comparative cost analysis methods,

which are used in space and location economics, -without carrying .

the disadvantages of these industrial location methods. The

application of this method, however-, requires highly specialized

engineers and economists and very detailed and comprehensive.,

statistical, technical and other information. . .-

112. According to the stage of each project the planners oould

list the required commodities and supplies in their plans. As

soon as they have established a Service for the Identification of

Projects they will be able to publish lists' of commodities in

their plans and other publications, the production of which oeema

to be feasible and/or desirable. In this way, promising, dynamic

development projects,' which have been discovered by this service,

can be brought to the attention of national and foreign

"businessmen and government corporations"

113. Planners should register all production and service

opportunities, which are created by the regional sector plans,

in the way 'described above1, entering them on register, index or ■

keysort cards so that they are easily and readily available for

information to private businessmen also. v ;

(b) Comparisons with other countries and sub-regions

114. Planners should also collect information on regions and

countries which have a similar resource endowment, similar foreign,

inter- and intra-regional trade patterns and interesting industrial-

developments. - ■; ■ ■ . ■ " •-•' ..".'"

l/ "An industrial complex may be defined as a set of activities
occurring at'a given location..ana .belonging to a groups (sub
system) of activities'which'are-subject to important production^

and marketing or other interrelation." Cf-. W. Isardt ."Method*

of Regional Analysis", Wiley, New York, I960.

\
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115. Surveys by industries and regions and/or^countries, .

especially tho.se .fregltms;,. which are slightly more advanced than ■-.■.-■■

African countries and- regions can determine what types of , .:.-.."■

industrial projects -have, been successful, there and can therefore. .. :

suggest the .■■possibility of-.projects for Africa. This analytical ■

method consists basically of discovering the types of projeots

that have survived in those regions and countries, testing them .

for feasibility in Afrioa and ranking them in order of priority- .

Naturally, ttte special combinations of resources, faotor coats

and other.problems have to be taken into account very carefully

in order to avoid, the danger of sponsoring "white elephants1' and .

the risk that more promising projects" will be overlooked. . . '.

116. Also.the. experience of fully developed-and-advanced , ■

countries should be tapped for the.benefit of Africa, including' ...

their .exgexi;eiioe-...during.':the earlier stages of economic . .

development. Many useful.jtechnologies could be found in this .

way (see para-63).» .>• ■-.-..-. ....

117«: Successful'industries elsewhere give indications of

prossessing certain key characteristics which can be used to ■'

appraise the growth potential of new industrial enterprises in-

Africa. Such key characteristics'ares minimum size of efficient -

and profitable operation; annual .volume of sales at corapetitiTe .

prioe; paw-raaterials-and-annual raw; material cost;.labour oosts and .

productivity;.annual energy, and fuel.costs; estimated minimum .

annual overhead.and other..cos^s; estimated profit margin; minimum. .

oapital investment; gestation period;, location of factors; degree ,-

of importing-or manufacturing locally; degree of mechanization ..

and technologies; durability-of plant; provisions for expansion; . . .

qualities of.-products financial arrangements; growth industry or ,,. .

sector ■ or-:not; .large user of .water or not; regional consumption/ . .

production-.,-ratio for. the product (production .+ imports - exports «• .

consumption.) :, fuel-intensive, or.
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labour-intensive :or capital-intensive industry? Value.of the ■ ■

product in relation to bulk, etc- Only rough calculations and •

estimates will be necessary. After having passed the first ' ■

screening and estimates had encouraging results, more detailed data

will have to be obtainsd, including projections of future demand,

118. The lack of statistics often prevents the calculation of

indicators which are urgently needed in developing countries go

that indicators of advanced countries have to be used. When the

former Centre for Industrial Development of the United Nations

in New York (now UNIEO) made a study in 19-62 on the "Pro.jeotion

of Demand for Industrial Equipment" in an attempt to derive a

certain number of minimum equipment data related to the growth

of major sectors of manufacturing industries in the developing

countries during a future period of 10 to 15 years, it needed the

equipment requirements per unit of output. A detailed analysis

of this subject regarding the economy of the thS.A. had to be .

used and applied to selected major sectors of manufacturing

industries for developing countries as a group in order to

determine the level of total equipment requirements and its

composition and the magnitude of equipment required for

replacement of the existing stock of capital.

119. In" spite of the growth of metalfabricating industries in

the developing countries? a considerable part of their equipment'

requirements has to be met from the output of the advanced

countries. In this respect the problem of the adaptation of

equipment and processes to the particular conditions of the

developing countries remains to be solved by a joint effort of

the research institutions in both, equipment-exporting and

-importing countries. The equipment producing industry should

redesign equipment and processes for the particular conditions in

the developing countries by choosing capital- and foreign-exchange-

saving and labour-intensive techniques within the range of ■'■"■
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technological flexibility- and feasibility of the industrial

operations. Expenditure"on-research and development in this

direotion should' yield significant returns.

120. If"will1 also be very useful for African planners to study

other development'plans. While the scope and nature of these

plans vary in view of the different economic and sooial systems

prevailingrin the'region's and countries concerned, certain basic

aggregative data', which are reasonably comparative, are supplied

in these plans/- 'Certain" demands which could perhaps "be satisfied'

by an African country or1 sub-region will also be revealed in

these plans. !••■■■■■ , ■■ ■■ - * -

, .. ■ ,- \rinc.f .■.;.■■'/■ • • ' "'
(c; Suggestions of the public submitted to pro.ieot

identification services

121. Some African planning authorities would already be reoeiving

much information on industrial opportunities and data for indus*yy

profiles when they get the various applications of industrialists

and farmers for tax exemption or reduction. This information

should be carefully registered and analyzed by them, also for

compiling pre-investment data summaries. These data assist in

planning for the private sector.

122. Much more could be done by African planners to obtain data

from the African public, to encourage it to identify projeots and

to elaborate them, using methods which should be suggested by the

planners for this purposes These methods could be worked out by

them in co-operation with the O.A.U. and the UN organizations

which are already busy in this field. Periodical seminars as a

permanent institution can also provide excellent opportunities for

discussions on the problems of data collection (statistical and

other), project identification, selection, elaboration and

implementation.
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In this way mutual information could be initiated or

extended among the planning^ information, research and civlo '■■

organizations, who may be thus encouraged, to exchange index, •

registration and keysort cards, printed and mimeographed material,

The soope for keeping information in this sphere circulating

among the public is indeed very wide.

124- Needle.ss. to repeat that high dividends may be rQaped,-frpsi

direct involvement of the people in project identification and ;.

the general-.'planning. process. This would be in line with modern

thinking on development .planning; African development .planning -

experience now widely indicates that the mobilization of the

masses is a pre-condition for s"i<vce^^fuX~djBTreJ^>pmont-planning

as wall as plan-impljemen-ta'tion.


